The Geimcoin WhitePaper

Website
http://geimcoin.com

The Cryptocurrency View and Introduction
A Blockchain is associated with a cryptocurrency .
The most well-known is the Bitcoin, a currency invented by Satoshi Nakamoto.
There are now several hundred different Cryptocurrencies.
The amount of units in circulation and the maximum supply is defined and visible to all.
They are circulating via peer to peer networks based on crypto Algos.
The Cryptocurrency cannot be counterfeited or stolen.

The Geimcoin
The GMC team will launch GMC as a commercial Entity to provide an array of products and services to
the community.
The team will create a Specific Platform to Enable the Exchanges and the trading of GMC.
Geimcoin Vision will supports Areas and Domain with strong Demand in blockchain industry .
GeimCoin is a public, rapidly growing and highly decentralized Cryptocurrency.
The Geimcoin (GMC) is a ERC20 Ethereum token that provide instant and
secure payments as well as anonymous transactions.

The Geimcoin has a great potential for rapid growth and expansion.
Geimcoin can be sent over the Ethereum Blockchain and forever recorded on an immutable public
ledger that is decentralized on thousands of computers across the planet.
The Geimcoin is there to Disrupt and Revolutionize the Crypto Universe.
Geimcoin (GMC) is a digital currency based on Ethereum platform.
GMC Operate by peer-to-peer exchanges .
Geimcoin will be accepted for mass adoption and used as means of payment worldwide.
Geimcoin will be used for the purchase of goods and services in a very easy and accessible way using the
Geimcoin technology.
Cryptocurrencies will be easily traded through Geimcoin.

The Geimcoin Goal and Objective
Privacy Protection by applying high secured technologies
Transaction and Cost reductions

Allocations and Distributions
20% For the Airdrop Participants
35% for the Public Sales
30% Will be locked for Development and Projects
15% Will be reserved for the Team Attribution

Specifications

The Blockchain
Ethereum
Full Name
Geimcoin
The Ticker
GMC
The Total and Maximum Supply
8,000,000
Smart Contract Address
0xb13B8e32F1535BC420D52bDA50A74d33Be3733B8
Etherscan Explorer
https://etherscan.io/token/0xb13B8e32F1535BC420D52bDA50A74d33Be3733B8
The Smart Verified Contract Code
https://etherscan.io/address/0xb13B8e32F1535BC420D52bDA50A74d33Be3733B8#code

Distribution
https://etherscan.io/token/tokenholderchart/0xb13B8e32F1535BC420D52bDA50A74d33Be3733B8

The Challenges
Overtime the Crypto have come accross many Challenge in the Crypto Industry,.
The Majority of the Cryptocurrencies haven't fully been integrated into commerce industry.

The Geimcoin will fully solve the hazzles involved with the purchase of goods and services.

GMC will solve the flaws that is yet unsolved and the GMC Crypto adoption will be Massive.
Also The Geimcoin will advance further to be seen as more then just a digital currency.
The GMC will be seen as a real and reusable currency all arround the Globe.

Final Note

The GMC Team will Provide a full and detailed Roadmap and engage to follow and respect it

The Geimcoin is not sold as a Security

